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Abstract
An analytical approach is proposed to explain the appearance of unwanted low
frequency artifacts during the random dithering halftoning process. The solution
uses a theorem which relates the correlation of the input gray level (continuous)
signal to the correlation of the output (halftone) binary signal. The numerical
solution of the above relationship suggests that:
1. Introduction of low frequency artifacts is inevitable.
2. The effect is enhanced formean gray levels farther from mid-gray.
3. High frequency information in the input signal is attenuated more than low
frequency information.
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Chapter 1
General Overview
1.1 Halftoning
The following sections give a brief introduction to the methods of halftoning in general,
with emphasis on random halftone dithering. A more complete description can be found
in [SM81], [Uli87], [KR75], [UH88].
Halftoning is a method used to approximate a continuous image on a binary display.
The technique was used as early as the llth century by Italian engravers. It was named
mezzotint which is the etymological root to halftoning.
In printing technologies such as lithography, letterpress, and gravure, an image is
displayed by the presence or absence of ink on the paper. Approximation of a continuous
gray levels is done by applying a high-frequency mask of dots or lines. When viewed
under normal viewing conditions, a simulated average gray level is achieved while the dots
themselves become unnoticeable.
The age ofcomputers brought with it a need for a digital interpretation of the halftone
screen previously used by printers. Digital halftoning can be roughly classified into two
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areas: global stationary pointwise thresholding and local adaptive thresholding such as
error diffusion.
The basic adaptive method was developed by Floyd and Steinberg and is called error
diffusion ([FS75]). The method of error diffusion is based on thresholding the input image
with a fixed value added toweighted errors, which were passed along from previous pixels,
in both the horizontal and vertical directions. It was shown ([Bar88]), that this method has
an intrinsic high-pass filtering mechanism. This is a major reason for the pleasant results
of this algorithm, because the noise is not as noticeable when perceived by the low-pass
nature of the human visual system. Various improvements of the basic algorithm were
introduced, (such as in [SM89]), using this knowledge about the visual system, so as to
generate a better perceptual binary image.
Stationary algorithms, referred to in general as halftone dithering do not include a
priori knowledge from previous pixels in order to determine the thresholding value for the
processed pixel. Instead, a fixed ditheringmask is applied to the continuous image. Various
methods were generated using this scheme, which differ is in the structure of the dithering
mask, while the process is basically similar. A few well-known dithering algorithms are:
dispersed dot dithering [Bay73], clustered dot dithering [SM81] and random dot dithering
[Rob62].
The remainder of this work investigates the method of random halftone dithering.
1.1.1 Halftone Dithering
Halftone Dithering is a global, pointwise and stationary operator.
' This process of
halftone dithering can be described by the following algorithm:
'The general term dithering is being loosely used for various halftoning techniques as cited above.
Random dithering refers only to a uniform-distribution dithering mask.
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Algorithm 1.1.1 (HalftoneDithering) -
Given :
An image of size (MxN)-pixels, which is a spatially discrete and quantized samples
ofa continuous tone image 2 1(m,n)
with a dynamic range (gray levels) of 0 < I(m,n) < G
A set of (MxN) spatially discrete and quantized samples of a continuous dithering
mask D(m,n) which is a uniform random-distributed noise. 3
For each pixelp(m,n) in the domain of the image (MxN):
Step-1 Assign :
p(m,n) <= I(m,n) -f D(m,n) (1-1)
Step-2 Compare to threshold:
If p(m,n) >G (1.2)
then B(m,n) <= 1
else B(m,n) <= 0
The dithered image B(m,n), is ofsize MxN and a depth of I bitperpixel.
A faster algorithm can be implemented by using the complementary mask
D(m,n) = G-D{m,n) V(m,n) G D (1.3)
Note that the two masks, D andD , are statistically identical if the dithering mask has
a symmetric distribution about the mean, which as usually the case.
2Referred to from now on as the continuous image
3Referred to as the continuous dithering mask
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Algorithm 1.1.2 (Alternative Halftone Dithering) Given :
An MxN continuous image I(m,n)
with a dynamic range (gray levels) 0 < I(m,n) <G
An MxN dithering mask D(m,n)
For each pixelp(m,n) in the domain of the image (MxN):
Step-1 Compare image to mask:
If I(m,n)>D(m,n) (1.4)
then B(m,n) >= 1
else B(m,n) <$= 0
The dithered image B(m,n), is ofsize MxN and a depth of 1 bitperpixel.
A flowchart of this algorithm is illustrated in figure 1.1. 4 When implemented on a
computer, the latter algorithm (1.1.2 requires minimal memory space and only a single
logical operation per pixel. Simplicity gained this algorithm popularity, especially when
computers were significantly slower and memory limited. Being a pointwise algorithm,
it can also be implemented in a highly parallel fashion, limited only by the number of
available processors. In this case, the complexity of the dithering algorithm is of O(l)
(constant).
Analysis of the image quality primarily depends on the characteristics of the dithering
mask. In order to maintain the average density of the image at a given region, the values of
the mask should be uniformly distributed about the mean, because the uniform distribution
is the unbiased estimator for the average of the grey level mask. In other words, by
4The flowchart uses conventional symbols. A glossary of this notation is plotted in Appendix A.
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/ I(m,n)
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D(m,n)
Dithering Mask
0(ij) = 0 0(ij) = 1
0(m,n)
Dithered Image
Figure 1.1: Dithering flowchart
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Figure 1.2: The MTF of the human eye
integrating over a sufficiently large area, the input gray level will be maintained after the
dithering process.
A desired feature of a halftoned image is that the dots, which are the atomic particles
of the halftoning mask, will not be visible to the viewer. Therefore no artifacts will be
added to the image due to the halftoning process. In other words, the binary method of
representing a continuous tone should be as transparent as possible. As seen in the next
section, this constraint can be better explained by looking at the spatialfrequency attributes
of the dithering masks and the halftoned image.
1.2 MTF of the Visual System
Binary uncorrected (^-correlated) white noise does not appear smooth to the human visual
system. The reason for this is that the visual system does not respond uniformly to all
possible frequencies. The MTF (modulation transfer function) of the human visual system
is illustrated in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.3: Uniform-constant image dithered by a uniform white noise mask
When displaying random white noise, low-frequency patterns (i.e clustering of dots)
appear as an unpleasant artifact. An example can be seen by carefully viewing figure 1.3.
In this example, a simplistic image which is of a constant medium gray level (128 out
of 256) is halftoned using a random dithering mask of uniform white noise. At normal
viewing distances, the clustering effect is quite noticeable.
5
A better result should decrease the clustering effect. Such a solution, using the
frequency information of the dithering mask, was introduced by dithering with blue noise.
1.3 Blue Noise
Colored noise is defined as a random signal with a spectral distribution that simulates a
given color in the visual range; e.g. a white noise has a flat power spectrum while a blue
5In all of the examples using images, they are printed as-is by overruling die halftoning algorithms of the
printer. To enhance the effects discussed throughout die paper, a relatively low resolution is used ( 100 dots
per inch) as opposed to the 300 Dpi which is the default resolution of the printer.
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noise has predominantly high frequencies, etc. Additional information about the subject
can be found in [Uli88] and [Uli87].
A proposed method for reducing the low-frequency artifacts is to generate a random
dithering mask which contains more high-frequency information than low-frequency
information (therefore called a blue noise mask). Such a method was presented in [Rol89].
This is an iterative algorithm where a random white noise input is high-pass-filtered in the
frequency domain and histogram-equalized in the spatial domain until the generated noise
contained very little low-frequency information and also had a nearly uniform distribution.
A flowchart of this algorithm is shown in Figure 1.4.
This approach improved the quality of the images relative to those obtained by dithering
with white noise, as illustrated in Figures 1.5 and Figure 1.6. 6 In both figures, the same
continuous gray-level images were dithered using a white noise mask and a blue noisemask
The improvement in quality is strongly due to the reduction of the highly visible clusters
which are of a low-frequency nature.
6The images are 256x256 pixels and sized 2.56"x2.56", therefore have a printed resolution of 100dpi.
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Figure 1.4: Blue Noise Mask Algorithm
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Figure 1.5: Constant- 128 image dithered by white (top) and a blue (bottom) noise masks
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Figure 1.6: A 256x256 image, dithered by white (top) and blue (bottom) noise masks
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1.3.1 Random Dithering vs. Error Diffusion
As illustrated in the previous images, there is a significant improvment in the random
dithering algorithm when a high-frequency noise mask was applied. For completeness,
it is necessary to compare this method with other benchmark digital halftoning methods,
such as error diffusion.
In the following comparison, a binary Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion algorithm was
applied. The image is raster-scanned from top-left to bottom-right, and the error is allocated
from each pixel (X) in the following proportions: 7
X 716
3
16
5
16
1
16
A visual comparison between dithering with blue noise and error diffusion is illustrated
in Figure 1.7. Undoubedtly error diffusion produces better results for this image. A closer
look at the dotpattern can be seen when a small window (32x32 pixels) is halftoned using
all three methods (Figure 1.8). The top image was made by dithering with a white noise
mask, and the clustering is very noticeable. The center image has the same input window,
dithered by a blue noise mask. The image seems smoother, but is hardly recognizable. The
bottom image is the result of the error diffusion. With a little effort, an image is starting to
emerge.
8
From the aforementioned images (especially Figure 1.8) it is obvious that the clustering
effect is not only due to the low-frequency information in the ditheringmask, but is a result
of the halftoning process. A need for a better understanding and a precise mathematical
expression to describe this artifact motivated this research.
7For a comprehensive description see [FS75]
8It is the woman's face
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Figure 1.7: Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion (top) vs. random blue noise dithering (bottom)
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Figure 1.8: A 32x32 window random dithered with white noise (top), blue noise (center)
and error diffusion (bottom)
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1.4 Basic Mathematical Concepts
The following section outlines the basic tools used throught the work: the threshold
function, the random Gaussian process and correlated noise. In this section we shall treat
signals, which are the one-dimensional case of a general image. A possible extension into
two dimensions is discussed later.
1.4.1 Clipped Noise
Dithering techniques require that the output image should be binary i.e. the range of
the dithered images contains two values e.g. {1} and {-1} exclusively, (mathematically
R{7o(m,n)}{-l,l}).
Given a continuous function f(x) s.t D{/(x)} G 3ft, and R{/(x)} e 3?, it is possible
to define the clipping process using the following transformation:
Definition 1.4.1 [Zero Clipping 9 ] An operator C : f(x) => fc(x) is called zero clipping
if
fc(x) =
1 ifx > 0
(1.5)
- 1 otherwise
The result of the clipping (thresholding process) is a square-wave function, as illustrated in
Figure 1.9.
9In the literature, zero clipping is also referred to as hard limiter or rectifier.
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Zero Clipping
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Figure 1.9: Zero clipping of an arbitrary function
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Arbitrary Clipping at Level -0.3
Figure 1.10: Clipping at an arbitrary level
The process of clipping at an arbitrary level is a natural generalization and is defined
as:
Definition 1.4.2 [Arbitrary Clipping]
, ,def I
! ifx>a
9a{x)=
1 otherwise
(1.6)
An example for clippiing at two different levels is illustrated in Figure 1.10.
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1.4.2 Random Gaussian Process
The random dithering algorithm is based on the characteristics of the dithering mask.
Being a random noise mask, it can be seen as a single realization of a statistical process.
Therefore, tools from statistical analysis are required to analyze the properties of this
random process. Statistical analysis of a stochastic process requires a knowledge of the
moments and an understanding how they change due to clipping. By maintaining the
mean (first moment) of the image assures that, on average, the image will maintain its
density (brightness). When dithering with a uniform distributed mask, the gray levels are
maintained (on average) for every input value. The differences in the statistics of the image
before and after being halftoned must be evident in the moments of order two and higher.
Although a uniformly distributed mask is applied for the random dithering algorithm,
a Gaussian distribution was used for this specific research. It is known that a stationary
Gaussian process is awide-sense stationary process which is fully characterized statistically
by only its first two moments. Moreover, the theory of normal (Gaussian) distribution is
mathematically more sound and its statistical properties are easier to describe than that of
uniform distribution. The approach taken in this work was to analyze the process using a
Gaussian distribution, and later on to relate the results to uniform the distribution.
1.4.3 Normalized Correlation Function
The scope of this work revolves around the concept of a normalized correlation function.
It is therefore appropriate to mention the rigorous mathematical definition.
Definition 1.4.3 [Normalized Correlation Function] A normalized correlation function is
a correlation function pn(x) s.t.
P(0) = 1 (1.7)
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Given an unnormalized correlationfunction, the following transformation is performed
for normalization:
Lemma 1.4.4 [Normalizing an unnormalized correlation function] -
Given a general random process f(x) with corresponding first and second moments p.
and a , with an unnormalized correlation function pu{x), the following transformation
normalizes the correlation function pn(x):
Pn[x) = 5 (1.8)
Proof that pn(0) = 1.0 is an immediate result of Lemma 3.3.1, which is proven in B.3.2.
Additional discussion can be found in any fundamental textbook about random processes
such as [Tho62].
1.4.4 Defining the Goal of the Research
Once equipped with the right mathematical concepts, it is possible to rigorously describe
the goal of this research. As aforementioned,
1. Maintaining the first moment before and after clipping, is an a priori constraint,
because, on average, the density should be maintained.
2. For a Gaussian process, it is sufficient to know the only the first two moments.
3. The second moment can be expressed in terms of a correlation function.
From the above assumptions the goal of the research can be defined as:
Determination of the relation between the correlation functions of a
signal before and after being dithered by a gaussian noisemask.
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1.5 Historical Background
Interest in characterizing the second-order statistics of a clipped signal began long before
attempts to apply it to dithering. The application of second order statistics to the analysis of
clipped radar signals was investigated during World War II. Processing a captured signal
in its full dynamic range required long computation time and large data storage capacity.
A proposed solution was to replace the continuous signal by a clipped version (a binary
signal) before analysis. This process simplifies computations and requires a considerably
smaller storage capacity. It is clear that the precision is degraded when analyzing binary
noise as compared to the continuous version. The goal at that time was to quantify the
error generated by the binary approximation.
One approach was to compare the correlation of the signal before and after clipping.
The first to do so was J. H. Van Vleck, in a classified paper (as part of a defense project
during the World War II) [VV43] entitled The Spectrum of Clipped Noise, where he
established the following relationship 10:
Theorem 1.5.1 (Van Vleck) - Given a wide-sense stationary zero-mean Gaussian process
with a normalized correlation function p(r), and its zero-clipped version with correlation
function R( t ), thefunctions are related asfollows:
R(t) = -sin-lp(T) (1.9)
7T
Due to the importance and the wide usage of this result, a revised paper by D. Middleton
was published in 1966 ([VVM66]). Various proofs of this theorem can be found in many
textbooks on stochastic processes (e.g. [Tho62]), as well as in the above papers ([VV43]
and [VVM66]); therefore, the proof will not be repeated here.
10For future reference this theorem will be termed as the original Van Vleck theorem
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1.5.1 Applications
The original Van Vleck theorem was found useful in a wide range of applications.
Some disciplines where this important result was utilized include:
Correlation Function Peak Detector [JA81]
Synthetic Aperture Radio Telescope [N+83]
Correlation systems in radio astronomy [Ega84]
Optical Spectroscopy using digital autocorrelation [Jak70]
Clip level crossing rates in photon correlation [BJ+77]
Correlation properties of clipped laser speckle [MM85a], [Chu85]
The effect of intensity clipping was thoroughly discussed in the field of laser speckle.
The subject was also generalized both to two dimensions and for variable thresholds
[0088a], [0088b], [Oht85]. An approximate closed-form solution for the correlation
function after clipping at an arbitrary threshold is presented in [MM85b]. The dependence
of the correlation width on the intensity of the clipping function is investigated in [0088a].
A general and explicit formula for the dependence of the intensity correlation of two
partially correlated speckle intensities was derived in [Ped84] using the Hille-Hardy
formula, and in [MM85a] using Fourier methods. In this method, a closed form solution
was determined through an infinite sum of Laguerre polynomials.
Unfortunately, for the purposes of this study, the previous research could only serve as
guidelines and could not have been utilized directly to random halftoning.
Chapter 2
Analytical Background
This chapter outlines the theoretical basis of this research. For ease of reading, theorems
and such are stated without proof. The complete proofs are offered in Appendix B.
2.1 The Generalized Van Vleck Theorem
The Van Vleck theorem, which describes the relationship between the correlation function
of noise before and after clipping at itsmean level, has been discussed and used extensively
in the past 50 years. However, as far as could be determined, a general solution for an
arbitrary clipping level was never published. This section presents and explains such a
generalization.
Theorem 2.1.1 (Generalized Van Vleck) (B.2.1) ' -
Given a wide-sense stationary zero-mean Gaussian process with a normalized correlation
function p(r) and afunction which results from arbitrary clipping of the process at level a,
'The parenthesized references, following by the tide, is the location of the comprehensive proof.
22
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the correlation function R( t )ofthe clipped noise is given by:
dR 2e~i(,-^V+e)
(IP 7T y/X-f
(2.1)
or expressed in integralform:
d-4(1+p(t))
R(t) = I . =dp + constant (2.2)
The proof is rather tedious and unattractive mathematically. However, as far as could be
determined, this theorem has never been derived previously and so the complete proof is
given in Section B.2.1.
The theorem offers a method for calculating the correlation of the output binary signal,
given a continuous input signal. In other words, equations (2.1) and (2.2) describe a
transformation between the two domains. 2 The general Van Vleck theorem represents
a mapping rule between R(t) and p(r). This viewpoint will be exhaustively utilized in
Chapters 3 and 4
A reassuring result, that relates the original and the generalized Van Vleck theorems
(1.5.1 and 2.1.1 respectively), is made in the following claim:
Claim 2.1.2 (Zero clipping as a special case of the generalized theorem) (B.2.1) -
For the case of a = 0, the generalized Van Vleck theorem simplifies to the original Van
Vleck theorem.
The proof is immediate and can be found Appendix B.2.1.
2.1.1 Discussion
The general Van Vleck theorem presents a differential relationship between the two
correlations. It is desireable to find a closed form relationship between R(t) and p(r)
2Referred from now on as the general Van Vleck transformation.
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without the need of integration or infinite summation. Unfortunately, this type of a solution
has not yet been derived and it is most likely that such a solution does not exist.
The obvious approach is to try and investigate the behavior of this equation numerically.
The solution of the differential equation was derived using the Runge-Kutta fourth-order
adaptive step method ([P+88]pp 569-583 and [C+69] pp.361-365). The results are
presented in Chapter 3.
2.2 The normalization factor
The clipping process changes more than just the correlation; it is clear that the total energy
also changes. The following theorem quantifies the change of the average and variance of
the binary image due to thresholding at an arbitrary level.
Lemma 2.2.1 (Change ofmean and variance due to clipping) (B.2.3) -
The mean ofa zero-mean unit-variance Gaussian process clipped at
level- a (as defined in
definition-1.4.2) is :
E{9a(x)} = 1-2- erf (a) (2.3)
and the variance is :
Var{ga(x)}=4-erf(a)-erf(-a) (2.4)
where erf(z) is the Gaussian error function
3
Intuitively, Lemma 2.2.1 states that the mean of the process monotonically decreases
as a function of the clipping value. The higher the threshold level is, less pixels will have a
larger value than the threshold level. The variance, on the other hand, is symmetric around
the mean and monotonically decreases as the threshold value is farther from the
mean. Due
3as a reminder, redefined in Appendix B.2.2.
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to the fact that the noise is Gaussian distributed, it is intuitively clear why the moments are
expressed using the errorfuncion. The precise proof is stated in Appendix B.2.3.
Note that the theorem implicitly assumes a normalized correlationfunction (as defined
in 1.4.3) because of the relationship between the variance and the peak of the correlation
function (as will be discussed in Lemma 3.3.1). This fact is important when analyzing
the effect of clipping on the first two moments, as indicated in Lemma 1.4.4, where
the mean and variance are related before and after conversion from a normalized to an
unnormalized correlation function. As will be seen later, Theorem 2.2.1, along with
the relationship between the normalized and unnormalized correlation functions (Lemma
1.4.4), are important to determine the correct normalization factors of the numerical
simulation.
Chapter 3
Numerical Solution
This chapter describes the numerical solution for the differential expression that was
derived in the general Van Vleck Theorem (2.1.1):
dR 2e-(,+')
(3.1)
dp -k Jl-p2
The numerical approach and its graphic representation enables a good insight to the
significance of the theorem. The solution was derived by treating the expression as
a differential equation of the first order and applying the Runge-Kutta fourth-order
approximation method for solving it. In general, the Runge-Kutta method for solving a
differential equation is based on the Euler method. Given a boundary condition (po, Rq)
and an interval h, the values of the function are calculated stepwise s.t.
Rn+1 = Rn + hf'(pn,Rn) (3.2)
To increase the accuracy, fourmidpoints are calculated to determine the next point. A more
detailed explanation can be found in [C+69] (pp. 361-365) and in [P+88] (pp. 569-574).
When solving a differential equation, it is important to set up the appropriate boundary
conditions, as discussed in the next section.
26
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3.1 Boundary Conditions
When solving a first-order differential equation, the general solution is uniquely defined up
to an additive constantwhich is the null subspace of the solution space, or
dR
= f(R,p) + C0 (3.3)
where CQ 3? is an arbitrary constant. A sufficient boundary condition can be of the form
f(Ro,Po) = Co (3.4)
where {Ro,po) is an arbitrary point s.t. Ro and p0 are valid correlation values. '
As a reminder, the theorem assumes that p(x) is a normalized correlation function.
A normalized correlation function pn(r) can be derived from the unnormalized one -
Pu(t) given knowledge of the first two moments as described in Lemma 1.4.4. Both
representations (normalized vs. unnormalized) are valid and useful, each corresponding to
different attributes of the correlation function, as discussed in the following sections.
3.1.1 Peak ofNormalized Output Correlation Function
The output correlation function R(t) can be forced to have apeak value of 1.0, using the
following boundary condition (given that p{r) is a priori a normalized correlation function),
p(0) = \ ==? R(0) = 1 (3.5)
By normalizing the functions, to peak at the same value, the trend of change in shape can
be clearly seen. The disadvantage in this method is that the information regarding the peak
of the output correlation (after clipping) is obviously lost due to the normalization. This
information is important to describe the change in the variance of the system. 2 Note
^or a rigorous discussion about the valid correlation functions see Definition 5.3.2 and Appendix C.
2See Lemma 3.3.1 for further discussion.
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that by forcing R(0)= 1.0 using an additive constant, R(t) is not necessarily a normalized
correlation function, but rather a shifted version of the unnormalized function. In order
for R(t) to be a normalized correlation function, a multiplicative factor (meaning a2, as
explained in Lemma 1.4.4) has to be introduced after subtracting the mean p. In other
words, the normalization process can not be executed by using a member of the null set of
the first-order differential equation.
3.1.2 Ergodicity and Correlation Functions
If the boundary condition is defined as:
p{oo) = 0 =^ R(oo) = 0 (3.6)
this condition is merely an application of the necessary condition of an ergodic process, i.e.
that the correlation is zero at an infinite shift, s.t. for a given ergodic stochastic process:
lim p(t) = 0 (3.7)
T >00
While the first condition enables a better insight of the behaviorof the new clipped noise
alone, the second condition allows a better comparison between the correlation functions
before and after clipping. Both approaches are utilized in the next section.
3.2 Software Implementation
The following assumptions were made while performing the simulation:
The Runge-Kutta solution was executed using the smallest possible increments
allowed by the precision of the computerwhen using 32-b\\.floating-point variables).
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The solution was calculated in the open segment -1 < X < 1 (as opposed to
- 1 < X < 1), because the derivative is not properly defined at the end points.
Without loss of generality it was assumed that cr = 1.0 for the undipped noise.
3.2.1 Boundaries ofClipping Values
In order to determine the range of the clipping values, it should be remembered that the
input noise is a zero-mean unity-standard-deviation white Gaussian noise, which is defined
for any value of 3? i.e. { oo, +oo}. The following is a short exercise to convince the
reader that because we deal with a discrete case, only a small region of clipping values are
sufficient to completely describe the process.
For a given threshold value a, the percentage of the values from a Gaussian process
less than a is related to the errorfunction 3:
P[X <a] = erf (a) (3.8)
Because the images are 8 bits per pixel, there are 256 distinct (integer) gray levels (28).
Therefore, the only significant range of thresholding can be calculated using the cumulative
normal distribution notation (Z-score). Ifwe assume that the rounding value is 0.5 when x
is quantized into a corresponding integer value
n
by the following rounding transformation:
3See definition B.2.2
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Definition 3.2.1 (Integer rounding) -
A given real number is rounded to be represented by 8-bits using thefollowing transforma
tion: 4
Therefore
V:c s.t. 0 < x < 255 (3.9)
if (x-MOD{Jv) <0.5
then x-MODLV,x}
else i-^MOD{^,i} + l
Vx s.t. 0 < x < 255 (3.10)
if x < 0.5 then n=0
defif x > 254.5 Men n=255
In terms of the probability, for a Gaussian process:
or / i -5P[x<a] = (3.H)
~ 0.002
<-> a > -2.9
and for the upper bound
nr ^
. 254.5
P[x>a) = -^- (3.12)
~ 0.998
<-? a < 2.9
In other words, it is sufficient for 256 discrete samples to restrict the clipping level from
-2.9 to 2.9 where all possible cases will still be encompassed.
4MOD {M, x) reads as the integer component of x
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For ease of display, only four clipping values are introduced throughout the simulation:
{-1.0 0.0, 0.2 and 0.5 }, which correspond to thresholding at 16%, 50%, 58% and 69% of
the maximum gray value, respectively. Note that clipping an image at a value a is similar
to a process where the complementary image was clipped at the value of -a, and then re-
complemented, and therefore clipping at negative and positive values are interchangeable
when the results are analyzed. 5
3.3 Graphical Representation
The results of the numerical solution are depicted graphically. These graphs represent an
isomorphic transformation between p(r) and R(t) (the general case, of an endomorphic
transformationwill be discussed later on). Each possible value ofp(r) (i.e. -1.0 < p{r) <
1.0) is mapped through the curve into a value which corresponds to R(t). Graphically,
this transformation is illustrated by a Jones Plot. A general example of a Jones-plot
representation is illustrated in Figure 3.1 where a triangular-shaped input correlation
function is mapped through an arcsine transformation to generate a new correlation
function.
5This repeats, in a way, the reasoning for the improved dithering algorithm thatwas previously introduced
(Algorithm 1.1.2)
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Figure 3.1: Jones Plot - Mapping of p(r) into R(t) through an arcsine transformation
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Numerical_Solutlon_for_Zro_CUpplng
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Figure 3.2: Numerical solution of zero clipping
3.3.1 Zero Clipping
As stated in Lemma 2.1.2, it is reassuring to note that the numerical solution agrees with
the original Van Vleck theorem for clipping at the mean, i.e. that the mapping is an
arcsine transformation illustrated in Figure 3.2. An immediate visual result is that the
transformation is contractive. 6
3.3.2 Arbitrary Clipping Levels
Figure 3.3 represents the solution for clipping at values of {0.0 , 0.5 , 1.0} for normalized
(top) and unnormalized (bottom) correlation functions.
As a primary result, note that the mapping curve is symmetric in respect to the x-axis
6For definition see B.3.1.
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Unnormalized Correlation Functions for Arbitrary Clipping Values
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Figure 3.3: Numerical solution for arbitrary clipping level
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Correlation_Values_as_a_Function_of_Cllpplng_Level
clip_lcvel_a
Figure 3.4: Correlation values as a function of the clipping level
when clipping at the mean, but is asymmetric for arbitrary clipping levels. In general, the
curve maintains its convex shape only for positive values of p but is compressed in the
negative quadrant. This change in shape is significant and will be addressed further on.
3.3.3 The Decrease in the Correlation
For the unnormalized correlation function, it is obvious that the peak of the correlation
function is decreasing. Graphically, this decrease is illustrated in Figure 3.4.
Numerically, this graph was derived as follows: the numerical solution was calculated
for sufficiently small increments of the threshold values (Aa = 0.001) in the interval 0.0 <
a < 3.0. (In the previous section, only three plots were displayed for a = {0.0, 0.5, 1.0}).
A vertical cross section was taken to display all R(t) values for a given set of r's. Looking
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back at Figure 3.4, tau-1.0 represents the maximum values of R(t) for all clipping values
within 0.0 < a < 3.0, or all values of R(t) where p(r) = 1.0 ; tau-0.5 represents a cross
section of all clipping values R(t) where p(r) = 0.5 etc. .
A different approach was taken, proving the same phenomenon using strictly theoretical
reasoning, based on the following lemma :
Lemma 3.3.1 (Peak Correlation as Function ofVariance) (B.32):
Given a zero-mean stationary process, the peak value of the unnormalized correlation
function of the undipped data is equal to the variance of the process.
p(0) = Var[X) (3.13)
As a reminder, the value of the variance was previously derived in Lemma 2.2.1.
Combinig the two lemmas we can conclude that:
Theorem 3.3.2 (Decrease in Maximum correlation) -
Given a zero-mean stationary correlated Gaussian process, with a normalized correlation
function p{r), clipped at level a, with a corresponding unnormalized correlation function
R(t), the peak of the output correlation R(0) as afunction of the clipping value a is:
R(0) = A -erf (a) -erf {-a) (3.14)
where erf (a) is the Gaussian error function, (as defined in B.2.2).
Fortunately, results in the analytical and empirical approaches, completely agree.
Chapter 4
Statistical Simulation
The numerical results derived from the general Van Vleck Theorem (2.1.1) were tested
against real cases through a statistical simulation. The goal of this simulation was to
compare the correlation of the continuous input noise to the corresponding binary noise
which was generated through a thresholding process. The continuous Gaussian white noise
was correlated by using various correlation functions to simulate different possible input
correlation functions. Due to the assumption of ergodicity, numerous finite (256 samples)
realizations were generated and averaged to simulate a single infinite random process.
4.1 Steps of the Simulation
A flowchart of the simulation is shown in Figure 4. 1 . Three parameters are entered into
the process:
1. p(r) - the correlation function,
2. N - the number of iterations, and
3. {A} - the set of clipping values.
37
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Figure 4.1: Flowchart for Statistical Simulation
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Table 4.1: Parameters for statistical simulation
Input Parameters list
Signal Size (pixels) 256
Number of iterations 500
Correlation Functions
RECT.3 RECT.5 RECT.7 RECT.31
TRI.3 TRI.5 TRI_7 TRI.31
HANNING.7 HANNING.13
Clipping values -1.0, -0.5, -0.2, -0.1, 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0
Four submodels are used in the flowchart:
1. Generate Gaussian noise
2. Generate correlated noise
3. Clip
4. Find correlation
These models are discussed in the following sections.
4.1.1 Input Parameters
The simulation was repeated for ait possible combinations of the input parameters. For
ease of display, only the parameters depicted in Table 4.1 will be discussed. The results
using these input parameters are representative
enough to allude to the general case.
'
Correlation Function
Various correlation functions were tested through the simulation. It should be noted that the
correlation function is given as a function whose autocorrelation is the desired correlation
The functions in the table are postnxed by their support (width) e.g. TRI Jl is a
triangular function
which is non-zero from -15 to 15 (width = 31 pixels).
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function.
given f(x) s.t. p(x) = f(x) + f(x) (4.1)
The simulation was repeated for various correlation functions as listed in the previous table
(Table 4.1). Due to the fact that the correlation (or convolution for that case, being a
real symmetric input function), is performed via a Fourier Transform, the support (width)
of the input function was restricted, because the Discrete Fourier Transform (FFT in this
case) assumes periodicity, To guarantee that no aliasing occurs due to the input correlation
function, the support of the input function was restricted to less than half of the FFT
support:
p{r) = -
[-1.0,1.0] |rj < 64
0 64 < W\ < 128
Number of Iterations
The simulation was repeated for various numbers of iterations. In this chapter the results
of 500 iterations per threshold per correlation are evaluated. Due to the ergodic nature of
the process, averaging over the ensemble (number of iterations) is identical to averaging
over time (i.e. width of the signal) so that there is a tradeoff between the two parameters.
By breaking up the Gaussian noise into small groups of 256 pixels a faster simulation is
achieved. Still, due to the usage of the FFT in the simulation the process can no longer be
considered ergodic. This will be discussed in more detail later.
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Set ofClip Values
A set of clipping values was chosen to illustrate all possible threshold values. As discussed
in Section 3.2.1 for a depth (values per pixel) of 256 values, it was sufficient to use values
s.t. the threshold value a was between -2.9 and 2.9 -
As explained, clipping at a value a corresponds to a threshold of erf (a). Table-4.1 lists
the seven clipping values that were chosen for display s.t. \a\ < 1.0.
4.1.2 Generating Gaussian Noise
TheGaussian random noise was generated using theBox-Mullermethod ([P+88]).
2 Inputs
to the algorithm were the mean, the standard deviation and a seed value from which the
noise would be further calculated. It is plausible that the noise would be uncorrected
(random) between the different realizations so that it would be as white as possible. Still,
it was important to maintain repeatability for the different input correlation functions. By
that, it was assured that an identical sets of input white noise signals are generated
for the
different cases of input correlations thus allowing a more precise comparison between the
different input correlation functions. Saving the input noise requires too much memory
space. Therefore the noise was repeatedly generated with a set of predefined
unrepealed
random seeds, to uniquely defining the generated Gaussian noise (given the mean and the
variance). In this manner, it was possible to repeat the simulation with the same input noise
patterns.
Although the input parameters for the noise were p = 0 and a
= 1 , it was clear that
each realization differs from the expected moments.
^me algorithm produces a psuedo-random noise, with a period large
enough (232) to be considered as
random.
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Table 4.2: Statistics of the random white noise generator
Statistics of the Gaussian Noise Generation
for 500 iterations of width 256
Mean
Variance
Mean
0.000176
0.995233
Variance
0.003753
0.008035
Still, on average (using 500 iterations, 256 samples each), the precision proved to be
sufficient (See Table 4.2). In this table the columns represent the single realizations (256
samples) and the rows represent the 500 iterations. 3
4.1.3 Generating Correlated Noise
Correlated noise was generated from the Tandom-(delta-correlated) white-noise and a
specified input correlation as described in the flowchart in Figure 4.2. The correlated
noise was generated by using the Filter Theorem of FourierTheory ([Gas78] pp. 196-199):
f(x)*g(x) ?-> F(u)G(u;) (4.2)
and the Wiener-Khinchin theorem 4
f(x) F(u>) (4.3)
def
/(*)*/(*) = P(*)
p(x)
\FH\:
An example is illustrated in Figure 4.3. An input triangular correlation function and a
single realization of a Gaussian white noise (with a with of 256 samples) are processed to
generate a triangular-correlated-Gaussian-noise realization.
3To be read e.g. the variance of the means is 0.003753.
4Note that in general, the resultant correlation function is unnormalized, although due to the nature of this
simulation it will be so, as explained by Lemma 4.1.3.
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Figure 4.2: Flowchart for generating correlated noise
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Figure 4.3: Generating a triangular correlated noise
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MaintainingMoments
In order to maintain the first and second-order moments of the correlated noise, the input
correlation function had to be normalized according to the following lemma:
Lemma 4.1.1 (Standard Deviation of a Correlated noise) (B.4.1)
Given
1. n(x)- a random 6-correlated signal with p = 0 and a standard deviation an.
2 r(x)- a real, symmetric function
3. c(x) - the correlation ofn(x) with r(x) + r(x)
then the variance of the correlated noise
a2 can be calculated using the following
expression:
/oo
r2(x)dx (AA)
-oo
Immediate is the following result:
Conjecture 4.1.2 (Maintaining Standard Deviation ofCorrelated Noise) B.42 -
Given the assumption above (4.1.1) in order to maintain the secondmoment s.t. ac = an
the inputfunction r(x) should be normalized by a constant:
r (x) rM (4 5)rn0rm\X) - joo^r2^dx V
This was the reason that the input normalized correlation function in Figure 4.3 peaks at
0.2165 rather than 1.0.
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Figure 4.4: Correlated noise before and after clipping
4.1.4 Clipping
The process of clipping was already defined in Section 1 .4. 1 . Figure 4.4 illustrates the
correlatednoise generated in the previous example (Figure 4.3) alongwith its clipped-binary
version, with values {-1} and {1}.
4.1.5 Compute Correlation
The correlation function of a signal is calculated via the frequency domain using the same
arguments for generating the correlated noise in the previous section. A flowchart is
illustrated in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Flowchart for finding the correlation function
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It is important to notice that due to the cyclic nature of the FFT, the correlation is
calculated as if the signal is an infinite support signal with periodicity of 256 samples. This
phenomenon may induce unwanted artifacts when calculating the correlation for distances
larger than half a cycle (in this case for r > 128).
Normalization
As previously discussed, it is important to understand what normalization scheme should
be applied to the results and what is the right interpretation of such normalization factors.
From the next lemma, it is clear that the way the simulation is performed, will always result
in a correlation function with a peak value of 1 .0.
Lemma 4.1.3 (Normalization correlation due to FFT transform) (B.4.3) -
Given a random process clipped to values of {-1.0, 7.0}, the resultant correlation function
R{t), calculated through the Fourier transform, will have a constant peak value of1.0.
R(0)=\.0 (4.6)
The issue is therefore how to denormalize the results. One method is by forcing the output
to have zero correlation at infinity:
p{oo)d^R(oo) = 0
This can be done by subtracting the a priori known value of the expected mean (as derived
in Lemma 2.2.1, or a postpriori, by calculating the value of R(t) when p(r) is zero, and
shifting the mapping curve by this amount. It is interesting to note that the first method is
based on analytical reasoning, while the latter is based on the numerical simulation. Still,
the results are similar.
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Figure 4.6: Simulation - Norma..ed vs unnormalized mapping functions
An example is shown in Figure 4.6, where unnormalized and normalized mapping
functions of two clipping values are plotted. As expected from Lemma 4.1.3, the
normalized plots intersect at (1,1), while the unnormalized pair intersect at (0,0).
4.1.6 Calculating the Mapping Function
The mapping function between the input correlation and the correlation of the clipped
noise was calculated by quantizing the range of the input function (-1.0 to 1.0) into K
regions (where K was manually optimized by trial and error). Averaging a large number
of realizations is similar in an ergodic process to a large sample size of a single realization,
and therefore increases the precision (see flowchart in Figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.7: Flowchart for calculating the mapping function
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Mapping of a single iteration
It should be noted that due to the fact that the inverse function of the correlation is
not necessarily a 1-1 mapping, the mapping function will not represent an isomorphic
transformation for a single realization. This, as previously mentioned, is due to the
periodicity of the FFT. The aliasing that happens is inevitably translated into artificial
correlation between portions of the signal. An example of a single iteration is illustrated
as a Jones plot, in Figure 4.8. This figure illustrates the results of one realization of the
simulation. Both input and output correlation functions were calculated as described in
the previous sections. The mapping, was calculated without averaging i.e. , each output
value was plotted against the corresponding input correlation value. As could be seen, the
center lobe defines a 1-1 mapping between the input and output correlations, while the
side lobes introduce noise. The reason that these values are considered as noise is that the
mapping function is no longer a single-value mapping. For some values of r, there are
multiple values of R(t) corresponding to a single input value of p(r), which in theory is
an impossible case.
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Figure 4.8: Jones plot for mapping one iteration
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4.2 Discussion
The simulation was executed for each correlation function independently, using the same
clipping levels and the same set of input white Gaussian noises (with a set of predefined
seeds to regenerate the same noise samples). The results are analyzed numerically and
graphically.
4.2.1 Comparison Between Different Correlation Functions
In the next figures (4.9, 4. 10), the same clipping level is maintained for a different family of
correlation functions. In Figure 4.9 three triangular correlation functions of various widths
were used.
5 Figure 4. 10 describes the result for threefamilies of functions, each in three
different widths and for four clipping levels {-1.0, 0.0, 0.2, 0.5}. It is not surprising that
there is variation between the results as, explained in the next paragraph but, the cases do
maintain the same overall characteristics.
A few factors influence the overall precision and the goodness offit of the simulations to
the numerical solution, or between the different input correlation functions. As illustrated
in both sets ofplots (Figures 4.9 and 4.10), the variability between the different correlations
is a function of the clipping value, and monotonically increases for clipping values farther
from the mean. Clipping at a higher level causes an overall decrease in the energy levels,
and therefore decreases the signal-to-noise ratio of the process.
5e.g. tri.7.u should be read as a mapping of the unnormalized correlation function corresponding to an
input triangular correlation ofwidth 7 (out of256)
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Figure 4.9: Statistical Simulation for a triangular shaped correlated noise
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Figure 4. 1 1 : Number of data points for each correlation value (256 points, 500 iterations)
For the same clipping value, there is less agreement between different correlation
functions as the correlation between the different mapping functions is decreased for
large negative values (less than -0.4). Figure 4.11 illustrates the number of points per
correlation value and offers a partial explanation for the phenomenon. Note that for the
same clipping value, there is less agreement between different correlation functions as the
input correlation becomes negative, especially for values less than -0.5. The reason is
that the input correlation functions that were chosen for the simulation (see Table 4.1) did
not have a priori large negative values. Therefore input values smaller than -0.5 can be
regarded as background noise of the simulation. As mentioned before, it is assumed that
the significant error is due to the finite sampling, which by using FFT, introduce artifacts
due to the cyclic nature of the discrete Fourier Transform.
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4.2.2 Comparison Between Simulation and Numerical Solution
After establishing that the results of the simulation were fairly consistent for different input
correlations, they were compared to the numerical solution that was previously described
in Chapter 3. As discussed in the previous section and illustrated in Figure 4.10, the results
varied between the various correlation functions. Therefore, their arithmetic average
was chosen as a reference of comparison. Figure 4.12 illustrates a comparison between
the statistical simulation, using an average of nine different input correlations, and the
numerical solution.
It is reassuring to notice that within the limits of the statistical simulation (i.e.
0.4 < p < 1.0) the two approaches agree fairly well. In this stage we gladly concluded
that THE THEORY DERIVED IN THE GENERAL VAN VLECK THEOREM HAS AN EMPIRICAL
BASIS AS WELL AS AN ANALYTICAL ONE.
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Figure 4.12: Comparison between the statistical simulation and the numerical solution
Chapter 5
Results and Future Research
In previous chapters, the validity of the general Van Vleck Theorem has been established
both analytically and numerically. The important question, still to be discussed is the
meaning of the theorem when applied to random halftone dithering. In the introductory
chapter, the method of random dithering was explained (Algorithm 1.1.2). As mentioned,
the major drawback in this method was the appearance of low-frequency information in
the halftoned image which did not exist in the original image. One suggested method
to reduce the clustering was to use a high-frequency dithering mask, as suggested in the
algorithm of dithering with blue noise (Figure 1.4). The artifact was reduced, therefore
improving the image quality, but was not eliminated. The hypothesis which motivated this
research was that the change in the frequency content of the image is due to the nonlinear
thresholding process. The general Van Vleck theorem should shed some light on this
problem. Although the theorem allows a better understanding of the phenomenon it does
not offer a constructive solution. A few ways of applying the results to a working algorithm
are further discussed.
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5.1 Application of Theorem
In this section, the numerical results of the simulation are applied to the noise masks.
As a reminder, the theorem deals with the normalized correlation function of the noise
rather than the power spectrum itself. The resulting power spectrum is derived through the
Wiener-Khinchin theorem (4.3).
The flowchart is illustrated in Figure 5.1. The power spectrum of a continuous noise
(quantized to 256 levels) is the input. It is converted to the corresponding normalized
correlation function, which is mapped through the Van Vleck transformation to an
unnormalized correlation function of the clipped noise, which is then transformed to its
power spectrum. The process was repeated for various power spectrum functions and
clipping values.
Once again, the question of the appropriate normalization factor depends on the
interpretation of the results. In this case, three methods were considered for normalizing
the output power spectrum
Algorithm 5.1.1 (Various schemes of power spectrum normalization) -
The resultant power spectrum derived through the general Van Vleck transformation can
be normalized in three:
1. equal peak value (of the power spectrum)
2. equal energy (area underneath the power spectrum)
3. equal variance (area corresponds to peak correlation)
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CHANGE IN POWER SPECTRUM
DUE TO BINARIZATION
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Figure 5.1: Flowchart of change in power spectrum due to the clipping process
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Figure 5.2: Change in power spectrum due to thresholding for a low-pass filter
Figure 5.2 illustrates the results for a given RECT power spectrum (which is by
definition a low-frequency spectrum). The functions in this case were normalized for
better visual comparison as described in method (1) of the above Algorithm 5.1.1 to a peak
value of unity s.t. the power spectrum of the noise clipped at level a and evaluated at
zero-frequency is also unity:
H/Q(0)= 1.0 (5.1)
Figure 5.3 illustrates the results of a given 1-RECT function which is a high frequency
informationmask. As a reminder, the goal of the research was to understand high-frequency
information, which corresponds to blue noise patterns. In this case, two different
normalization criteria were used (corresponding tomethods [2] and [3] in Algorithm 5.1.1),
and displayed in conjunction. As before, both representations are correct; each enhances a
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Figure 5.3: Change in power spectrum due to thresholding for a high-pass filter
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different aspect of the result.
Normalizing the power spectrum to have equal area (Figure 5.3 top) is equivalent
to normalizing to equal energy. Normalization using the peak correlation (Figure 5.3
bottom) value was done using the following argument: assuming that the input correlation
function was normalized (/>(0)= 1.0) and applying the following well known relationship
([Gas78]page 194 eq-7.33):
f(x) r-> F(u) =* /(0) = / F(u)cLj (5.2)J OO
or, in this case (using the Wiener-Khinchen theorem)
{ )- roo
Ra r-i Wa =? Ra{0) = / Wa(u>)dw (5.3)J oo
By normalizing using the peak of the correlation function, the first two moments of the
noise are maintained (as discussed in theorem 2.2.1). Therefore, while the equal energy
normalization displays a better comparison between the different clipping values in terms
of the ratio of change, (contrast between low-frequency and high-frequency of the clipped
power spectrum), the peak correlation-normalization maintains information about change
in variance due to the thresholding process.
As could be seen from these figures, low-frequency information is enhanced due
to the thresholding process, thus explaining the clustering phenomenon. This result is
extremely important, so furtherdiscussion is appropriate. It is now clear that low-frequency
information is introduced to the system, regardless of the fact that no such information
existed in the input dithering mask. An intuitive explanation of this phenomenon can
be seen from the nature of the mapping function. As argued previously, the mapping of
the new correlation function is not similar for positive and negative correlation factors
(see Figure 3.3 for reassurance). The negative correlation is attenuated more than the
positive correlation. Negative correlation for small values of r can be intuitively related
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to corresponding high-frequency information in the image. An intuitive explanation is
illustrated in the following example:
Example 5.1.1 (negative correlation and high frequency) (B5.1) -
Given:
A binary discrete function D{b(n)} e {-1,1}
with zero mean
and with a corresponding correlation function p(r)
(without loss ofgenerality) 6(0)= 1
andp(l)=- 1
Then thefunction has a alternating pattern i.e.
VneAf (5.4)
b(n) = 1 =? 6(nl) = -l
6(n) = -l => 6(nl) = l
or b(n)= (-1)"
which is the highest possible frequencyfor such afunction!
This proof for this rather pathological case (B.5.1) is immediate from the definition of
the correlation function. Intuitively, this example eludes to the general statement that
NEGATIVE CORRELATION FOR SMALL DISTANCES CORRESPONDS TO A LARGE NUMBER OF
ALTERNATIONS IN A BINARY IMAGE, CAUSING A HIGHER FREQUENCY. When the negative
correlation is reduced, so are the number of alternations between the black (-1) and white
(1) pixels, causing a lower frequency image, or what is referred to as clustering. The
following proposition summarizes this important result:
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Proposition 5.1.2 (Low-frequencies as a product of thresholding) -
Given a Gaussian correlated process, clipped at values other than the mean, the resultant
binary output exhibits attenuated high-frequency information with an enhanced low-
frequency information, causing the perception ofclustering.
5.2 Redefining the Problem
Until now, an explanation was given to the change in the output power spectrum due to
the thresholding process given an input power spectrum. A more practical approach is to
establish ways of controlling the process given a desired outputpower spectrum. Therefore,
the aspiration is to define a method of controlling the input mask noise to achieve a better
output image:
Algorithm 5.2.1 (DitheringMask for a Wanted OUTPUT Power Spectrum) -
Find a continuous input mask so that the output of the dithering process contains no
unwanted lowfrequency artifacts.
The above algorithm seems initially rather vague. Two questions have to be answered:
What is the ideal power spectrum of the binary output, that has the least amount of
unpleasant artifacts?
Is it possible to generate an input noise given such an output power spectrum?
The two questions are discussed in the next subsections.
5.2.1 The Ideal Case
The goal of any successful halftone algorithm is to simulate the continuous image with a
binary representation of dots. It is desired that the visual system will integrate the dots to
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achieve the desired continuous density under normal viewing conditions so that the dots
themselves are not noticeable. This goal is linked to the ability of the visual system to
resolve single dots. An established method of quantifying this capability is through the the
MTF the human system (see Figure 1.2). An ideal halftone could therefore be described
as:
Algorithm 5.2.2 (Ideal HalftoningUsing the MTF of the Visual System) -
Generate a halftone scheme in which all of the frequency information attributed to the
dithering mask has frequency values which are above the cutoff frequency of the human
vision.
As this research has hypothesized, and as suggested by the above proposition (5.1.2), this
is not an achievable goal due to the fact that low-frequency information is generated as
an inevitable artifact of the thresholding process. Still, when investigating the MTF of
the human system, it is noticed that the response is not uniform for the entire region (see
Figure 1.2). (For a more in depth discussion see [Cor70] and [NB67]). This may lead to
the thought that even if low frequencies are generated, they are not as noticeable if they are
constructed to be in the appropriate scale and location.
5.3 The Inverse Problem
After the above discussion explaining the limitation of the straightforward approach, it is
time to consider the feasibility of the proposed Algorithm 5.2.1, to define the input power
spectrum to achieve the desired output power spectrum. The problem can be redefined in
three parts:
1. generate a binary noise given a power spectrum,
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2. generate a continuous noise given a binary noise, and
3. generate a valid power spectrum of a continuous function through the inverse general
Van Vleck transformation.
5.3.1 Noise From Power Spectrum
The question of retrieval of a signal given only its power spectrum is not an entirelyfeasible
one, i.e. there is no algorithm that will guarantee a unique solution to the problem (This is
due to the fact that the power spectrum of a signal does not maintain the phase information
of the original signal). Iterative algorithms using additional a priori information were
investigated. Being a whole topic by itself, beyond the scope of this research, they will
only be briefly mentioned. A general overview of the problem can be found in [LS87].
A method using a priori knowledge of space-limited sequences is thoroughly discussed
in [Hay82]. Restoration from magnitude by the method of generalized projections is
discussed in [LS84]. A different method using space-limited constraint is used in the
Gerchberg-Saxton method [GW72]. An important constraint for halftoning is that the
signal is binary. Such a constraint is not a convex one (as opposed to, for example, limiting
the signal to be within the closed continuous region of [-1,1]). Still it can be defined as a
valid constraint in a restoration technique using general projection ([LS84]).
5.3.2 Continuous Noise From Binary Noise
It is obvious, that generating a continuous signal frc. i a binary one has far more than a
unique solution. Given a continuous noise and a threshold value, the resulting clipped
noise is uniquely defined, (see definition 1.4.1). On the other hand, for a given binary
output noise with a given threshold function, there are an infinite number of continuous
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functions which, will generate this function.
5.3.3 Valid Correlation Functions
The above sections described a possible non-unique solution to the inverse problem. A
greater problem is presented in this section, where the existence of any solution is in doubt.
While it is clear that a given input power spectrum will generate some power spectrum
according to the theorem, the inverse statement is not necessarily true. The following
example illustrates the fact that not every valid power spectrum could be a power spectrum
of the clipped image. In other words, there is no continuous input image which after
clipping will generate an binary output image with this given power spectrum. A graphical
illustration of this proof is shown in Figure 5.4.
Example 5.3.1 (A Non-valid Power Spectrum Given a Correlation) -
Given a Gaussian correlated noise, there exists no input correlation function s.t. after
random dithering the output will be triangular correlated.
Proof:
Given the output correlation function as a triangle with base width 2x:
R(x) = TRI(x) (5.5)
The power spectrum is (Wienrer-Khintchen):
W(u) = SINC2(u) (5.6)
which is a valid (real positive and symmetric) power spectrum. By applying the inverse
Van Vleck relation
R(x) = -sm-l(p(x))=> (5.7)
p(x) = sin(^i?(x))
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Figure 5.4: A graphical illustration of a non-valid correlation function
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In this case
p(x) = sin{TRI(x)) =
cos(%x) if-\>x>\
0 otherwise
(5.8)
or,
p{x) = cos(x)RECT(-) (5.9)
which is a Cosinefunction windowed by a rectangular window ofone period. Calculating
the corresponding power spectrum:
W(x) = ?{p(x)}= (5.10)
= Jr{cos(x)RECT(^)}
= 66(u>)*vSINC(iru)
This of course is no longer a valid power spectrum having negative values due to the
convolution ofa deltafunction with the negative lobes of the SINCfunction.
In this example, it is said that the function TRI (x) is not a valid correlation function
according to the following definition:
Definition 5.3.2 (Valid (Normalized) Correlation Function) Given a function p(x), suf
ficient conditionsfor it to be a valid normalized correlation function are:
D{p(x)} = &
The correlation function is defined over all of the real numbers.
R{p(:r)} [-1.0,1.0]
The range is within the closed interval -1.0 to 1.0
P(x) = p(-x)
The correlation function is symmetric.
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W(u)^F{p(x)}>0\/uj
The power spectrum, which is the Fourier transform of the correlation function, is
always real and not negative.
Items 1, 2 and 3 are direct consequences of the definition of the correlationfunction. Item
4 is a consequence of the Wiener-Khinchin theorem.
Equipped with the above definition of a valid correlation function (Definition 5.3.2), it
is possible to redefine the goal of the ideal case given an ideal power spectrum:
Algorithm 5.3.1 (Dithering with a Valid Correlated Mask) -
Find a visually ideal output power spectrum of the binary dithered mask so that after
transforming the inverse Van Vleck transformation the inputcontinuous correlationfunction
is a valid correlation function.
Before utilizing this algorithm, it is necessary to investigate the necessary and sufficient
conditions for a function to be a valid correlation function under such a transformation.
Being astray from this work, primary considerations toward such a solution are briefly
described in Appendix C.
5.3.4 Iterative Attempts
A solution toAlgorithm 5.3. 1 using an iterative process based on themethods ofprojections
onto a convex spaces was tested, (see [YW82] and [IH82]). Due to the fact that the
problem cannot be defined as convex sets, attempts were made to define and solve the
problem by defining the projections as contractive and reasonable-wanderer sets, i.e. as
a general projection problem. This was a whole new subject, beyond the scope of this
research, and therfore will not be further elaborated here.
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5.4 Gaussian vs. Uniform Noise
Until now, the discussion and the theory was applied only to Gaussian noise. Both original
and generalizedVan Vleck theorems ( 1 .5. 1 and 2. 1 . 1 , respectively) assumed the input noise
to be a Gaussian noise. The reasoning for that was in the proof of the theorems where the
joint density function was a key factor. Trying to produce such a theorem for a uniform
distribution is extremely cumbersome, if at all possible. Two questions arise:
1. Is the theorem valid for other distributions rather than normal?
2. Is it possible to use a random ditheringmask which will have Gaussian properties?
5.4.1 Validity of Theorem in General Distributions
The question whether the theorem holds for distributions other than normal is discussed
in the original paper published by Van Vleck ([VV43]). Before referring to it, a smi.
clarification is required. A normal distribution space can be represented by a uniform
distribution using the following transformation:
Definition 5.4.1 (Normal-to-Uniform Transformation) -
A transformation Nor2Uni : 3? =j> [- 1, 1] is called a normal-to-uniform operator if:
Nor2Uni:x => 0.5 - erf (x) (5.11)
where erf is the errorfunction as defined in B2.2 By the same token, a transformationfrom
a uniform distribution to a normal distribution is unique and depicted as Uni2Nor
With this nomenclature, the following definition can be used:
Definition 5.4.2 (Normal to uniform distribution transformation) -
Given:
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n(/^ o-) or without loss ofgenerality n(0, 1) - a normal distribution with zero mean
and unity standard deviation.
U[-l, 1] A uniform distribution defined on the closed set of'[- 1, 1] &
X a random variable
then:
X e n(0, 1) =? Nor2Uni(X) t/[-l, 1] (5.12)
Graphically, such a transformation results in an S-shape curve as illustrated in Figure 5.5.
For comparison, a RAMP function and a thresholding transformation are plotted on the
same graph. Thresholding can be described as a STEP function. This also explains why
thresholding is also referred as hard clipping or as a rectifying transformation.
According to Van Vleck ([VVM66] page 7 Figure 1 1) the hard edge of the thresholding
transformation is the reason for the change in the correlation. Smoother transformations,
such as normal to uniform (see Figure 5.5), will have only a minor effect on the correlation.
In conclusion, thresholding a noise with a uniform distribution can be broken down to
the following steps:
Algorithm 5.4.1 (Thresholding a Uniform Distributed Signal) -
Given a uniformly distributed signal, thresholding it at level-a is equivalent to:
GausThresh-1 Convert the uniform noise to a Gaussian one:
\/x x => Uni2Nor(x) (5.13)
GausThresh-2 Threshold the Gaussian noise with a threshold value-a s.t.
a = Uni2Nor(a) (5.14)
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Abrupt Vs. Gradual Limltters
Figure 5.5: Abrupt vs. gradual transformations
From this discussion the following proposition can be written (without rigorous proof,
based on the results of Van Vleck):
Proposition 5.4.3 (Generalized Van Vleck for Uniform Distribution) -
Given a uniformly distributed noise clipped at level-a, with a corresponding correlation
function p(x), the correlationfunction ofthe outputbinary noise is similar to one generated
by an input Gaussian distributed noise with the same correlation function (p(x)) which is
clipped at level Uni2Nor(aj, as described by the generalized Van Vleck Theorem 2.1.1.
5.4.2 Dithering with Gaussian Distributed Noise
It is very simple to convert the algorithm of random dithering, where a uniform distribution
ditheringmask is used, as explained in the introductory chapter (Algorithms 1 . 1 . 1 and 1 . 1 .2)
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to a modified version using a normal distribution. The algorithm can be executed in two
ways which are the conversion of the image through a uniform-to-Gaussian transformation
prior to the comparison or conversion of the dithering mask using a Gaussian-to-Uniform
transformation, prior to the comparison stage. A flowchart is illustrated in Figure 5.6
Algorithm 5.4.2 (Dithering with Gaussian Mask) -
Given :
An MxN continuous image I(m,n)
with a dynamic range (gray levels) 0 < I(m,n) < G
An MxN Gaussian distributed dithering mask Dg(m,n)
For each pixelp(m,n) in the domain of the image (MxN):
Gaus-Dithering-1 convert image through a uniform to normal transformation:
I(m,n) => Ig(m,n) s.t. (5.15)
Ig(m,n) <- Uni2Nor(/(m,n))
or: convert the dithering mask through a normal to uniform transformation:
Dg(m,n) =* D{m,n) s.t. (5.16)
D{m,n) *- Nor2Uni(D5(m,n)
Gaus-Dithering-2 convert to the complementary :
D(m,n) =? D(m,n) (5.17)
or
Dg(m,n) => Dg(m,n)
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Figure 5.6: Random dithering with a Gaussian mask
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Gaus-Dithering-3 Comparing image to mask:
If I(m,n) > D{m,n) (5.18)
(or Ig(m,n) > Dg(m,n))
then 0(m,n) = 1
else 0(m,n) = 0
The dithered image 0(m,n) is ofsize MxN and a depth of 1 bitperpixel.
Theoretically, both approaches should yield the same result. Moreover, ifwe assume a
fixed predefined dithering mask all that has to be done, is the conversion of the Gaussian
mask to a uniform mask once and proceed from then on, as in the original algorithm.
In other words, the above algorithm has no practical uses what so ever. Still, it was
described in detail to affirm the argument that ALTHOUGH THE theoretical research
WAS DONE USING A GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION, THE RESULTS ARE AS VALID FOR UNIFORM
DISTRIBUTION.
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5.5 Generalization for Two Dimensions
So far, the discussion has been only for signals. For any future applications to halftoning,
it is clear that the results should be generalized into two-dimensions and if color images are
considered, multi-channel, two-dimensional images should be considered. The following
list includes different attributes of a two-dimensional dithering mask, gradually building
up to the most general case
1. Separable
2. Circularly symmetric
3. 2-D general correlation
4. Multi-channel with no correlation between channels
5. Multi-channel with a general correlation function for each channel, as well as
correlation between the channel.
Out of the above list, a proven theorem exists only for the case where separability is
assumed.
Theorem 5.5.1 (General Van Vleck for Separable 2D Noise) Given a wide-sense sta
tionary zero-mean two dimensional separable Gaussian process with a normalized cor
relation function p(tx, Ty) and a function which results from an arbitrary clipping of the
process at level a, the correlationfunctionR(tx, tv) of the clipped noise is given by:
(5.19)
Md a -fr(i+Px) -o+pozR A e "i e ay
Oprdpy K2 yjl-pl yj\-p2y
or in an integralform:
4 f f e "* e y ,
*(r) = V2 A /i 2, \dp*dp (5-20)*ZJJ
sJ\-P2(tx) y/l-p2y(ry)
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The proof of this theorem is similar in principal to the proof of the general Van Vleck
theorem for the one-dimensional case (Theorem 2.1.1) and therefore is not repeated. By
assuming separability, all cross correlations between the axes are eliminated. Therefore,
the proof is reduced to a multiple proof in a single dimension.
Not so in a general image (neither separable nor circularly symmetric): As the
theorem becomes more general, it is necessary to use the joint density function of the
two-dimensional image. In the most general case, there is a cross correlation between all
the component, resulting in a four-fold non-separable integral expression. By doing so,
proving the theorem using the same technique as before, seems extremely unappealing,
and was left for future research . . .
Appendix A
Glossary of Symbols and Notation
The following symbols are used in the text:
Input
Output
<^ y Loop
Conditional
General Operator
Figure A.l: Glossary of symbols for flowcharts
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F{f(x)} The Fourier Transform of f(x)
F-l{F(u)} Inverse Transform of F(w)
r-i Fourier Pair
W(u) Power Spectrum
p(x) Correlation Function
D{ f(x) } Domain of a function
R{ f(x) } Range of a function
O(n) Complexity
def
Defined as (equal by definition)
E[X] Expectancy of Random Variable X
Var[X] Variance of Random Variable X
88 Double Positive <5-functions
RECT (x) Rectangular Function
TRI (x) Triangular function
SGN (x) Sign Function
MOD{Af,:r} The integer component of x
s.t. such that
? Autocorrelation
* Convolution
3c The Real Numbers
=* Leads to
Q.S.V Quod EratDemonstrandum
Appendix B
Proof of Theorems
B.2 Chapter 2 Analytical Background
B.2.1 The General Van Vleck Theorem
Theorem B.2.1 (Generalized Van Vleck) (2.1.1) Given a wide-sense stationary zero-
mean Gaussian process with a normalized correlationfunction p(t), and afunction which
results from an arbitrary clipping of the process at level- a, the correlationfunction R(r)of
the clipped noise is given by:
dR 2e-(l+p)
dP * yj\-p2
(B.l)
or in an integralform:
-4o+,)l re *
R = . dp + constant (B.2)
r,2
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Proof.
Given:
1. A wide sense stationary 8-correlated Gaussian process (white noise)
with zero-mean and cr-stdev - n(0,a)
2. A clipping function of an arbitrary clipping level a ga(t) as defined in (def- 1.4.1).
(for convenience, the subscript a will not be noted in the proof)-
Being a stationary process, the autocorrelation function is a function of a single variable :
R(tut2) = R(tx-t2)^R(r) (B.3)
The autocorrelation function of ga(t) is:
R(rpE{ym) =
/oo ^oo
/ g(xi)g(x2)W(xi,x2,T)dxidx2 (B.4)
-oo J oo
Where
x is a continuous random variable
y is a discrete random variable with values {-1,1 }
W(x\, x2, t) is the joint density function, of the normal distribution function which
is :
1
_
____-__rJ]_r_
+ i__;
W(^^T) = 2 /. 2l ^ "2(1"P2(T)) ^^27T<72V/1 - p2(T)
where p(r) is the normalized autocorrelation function as defined by:
P(r) = W) (B-6)
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Using the characteristicfunction of the distribution:
Fx(vx,v2)= E{e'^x>+v*x^} =
/OO fOO
/ W(xx,x2,T)e,(v'Xl+v*x^dxxdx2 (B.7)
-oo Joo
while inverting the last equation ([Tho62] Chapter 2) an expression of the joint density
function is obtained :
1 /-oo roo
W(xux2) = -,/ / Fx(vuv2)e-t^x^^dvldv2 (B.8)(27TJ Joo Joo
Plugging this result in (B.4) while changing the order of integration:
R(r) =
_
/-oo r oo
=
7w / / F^v*)(Z7T ) Joo Joo
f00
g(xx)e-l{viXl)dxx
[
g{x2)e-,{v*Xi)dx2 = *pause * (B.9)
Joo Joo
but
[
g(x)e-xdx = F{g(x)}^G(u) (B.10)
Joo
in other words
.(i)HG(w)
(B.ll)
J /-oo /-oo
*cont* =
2 / / Fx(vx,v2)G{vx)G{v2)dvxdv2(2t) J-oo J-oo
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Calculating G(v), the Fourier transform of the clipping function
86
G(v) =
/oo
ga(t)e-'vidt
-oo
= r SGN (t - a)e-,{vt)dt
Joo
{. __> 2nt} =
/
SGN (2tt* - a)e-t2'vi27rdt
Joo
= 27r^{SGN(27rt)}
Using [Gas78](pp. 201 table 7-3)
We can write
it
Returning to the definition of the autocorrelation (B.12)
R(r) =
1 y00 f
bry. J.^ J.
e-^-(vl+2pvlv1+vl)2Le-'^e-t^dvxdv2
Differentiation with respect to p leads to:
dR
_
dp
I f r \_^iJ!^2e-^+2pVl^Wl)e~mlvi+V2)dvxdv2
~~
~
IT J-oo J-oo VXV2 2
(B.12)
JF{SGN(x)} = -T (B13)1
ITTip
G(v) = (B-14)
(27 )2 7-00^-00 ui 2
^ ,00 roo _l_c_^(u2+2<WlV2+^)c-a(i+l)<it;i<fU2 (B.15)
7T2 i-oo i-oo VXV2
(B.16)
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Completing the square in the exponent of the integrand:
=
~2 / / e~ir{Vl+2pVlV2)-"1Vle--vi-,av>dvxdv2"K Joo Joo
rj2 roo roo al - l2_ ,
= ~2 / / e-T("i+2''V2+-S3r1-)c-^v2dui<fu27T Joo Joo
= -2 r r e-^+2v^+'^e-^-'^dvxdv27T Joo Joo
7T J oo J oo
7T Joo Joo
Note that fj^ e0,(x+/3) c/x is merely a shifted normalized Gaussian. Therefore:
f00
e'Wtdx = ^ (B.17)
J-oo \JOL
and in this case integrating over vx
/Me-^"+(-^2^ = ^ (B.18)
Inserting this result in the previous integral
a2V2^
*cont* = ^L
f
e^+'V2ee-^dv2
k2 a J-oo
It2 J-oo
Calculating the exponential of the integrand :
a i a . a 2
~W(V2 + 2lU2^ - (PV2 + ) )2. o o
"> 2
o , t a _ 2 -. a , a \
= ^{v\ + 2iv21-pv1-2ipv21 + A)
2 2
= -\{v\(\-p2) + i2vA2(\-p) + a->) =
-
"
2 [V2 + 2la2 \-p2
V2+
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2(1-P2)n , a 1 _
a2
,
a2 1 ..
{[U2 + ^TT7] +^IT7P + ^(T^2T]}
^(1-P2)fr , a 1 l2 a2 , 1 1 .,
cr2(1-^)2//.. *a >2 / m x2
<r2(l+p)jV2(l + />) +74(l-/>2)((-2 +
-
(^rfr-T)2
+ TITf-^)
a2(\ -
p)2
ia 2
a2 a2 1
2 ((U2
+
cr2(l +
p)>
+
a\\ - p)2
+
a\\ +
+ T^p
a\\-p)
2H_^2
ia
2
lV2 + 2 , J ~ , . x (B-20)2 L" <72(l+/>)
Plugging this result in the integral :
K1 J-oo
<j\/2x r
a2{1-p)2
(v. i ,a i2
2
= ^_ / e 2 *2<1+< e 2<1+>)dv2*pause* (B.21)7T J oo
Reusing the same argument (B.17) for a shifted-scaled-Gaussian integral:
av2Tr / V2
a2
e *o+p) (B.22)
*cont* = = v/^r / e
ff2o+*>)
2 1
*2 v"CTv/r^P2
^yr-/>2
Or, stated in the theorem:
Or
dR
dp * yj\ - P2
2 re-^l+p)
e -2<1+^ (B.23)
I re <*1
R = dp + constant (B.24)
^2
q.s.v
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Claim B.2.1 (Zero clipping as a special case of the generalized theorem) (2.12) For
the case ofa = 0 the generalized theorem collapses into the Van-Vleck one.
Proof:
*nnuvo *R / , dp = spouse
*J J\ - p2P"
(B.25)
When substituting
a = 0
and using the following equation ([GR80]2.01.17 pp.54) :
/ . du = sin~l(u) (B.26)J v 1 u2
*cont * = / , =
7T J-oo ^_ _ p2
= 5m-'(/)) (B.27)
Q.e.v
Definition B.2.2 (Error Function (erf)) -
A Gaussian errorfunction is defined as :
erf(z) ^ -J-f e=dz (B.28)
LIT J-oo
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Lemma B.2.3 (Change ofmean and variance due to clipping) (22.1) Given a
zero-mean unity-variance Gaussian process, clipped at level-a as defined in 1.42, the
mean is :
E{ga{x)} = \-2erf(a) (B.29)
and the variance is :
Var{ga(x)}=A-erf(a)-erf{-a) (B.30)
where erf(z) is an Gaussian error function, as defined above (B.22).
Proof:
/. The mean by definition is :
E{ga{x)} = (l)F{_7a(x)>a} + (-l)F{_7a(x)<a} = *pause* (B.31)
Since the noise is Gaussian distributed:
P{ga(x) >a} = 1 - erf (a) (B.32)
F{c7a(x) < a} = erf (a) (B.33)
Where erf (a) is the errorfunction which defined above (B2.2)
*cont* = (1 -erf (a)) -erf (a) =
= 1 - 2erf(a) (B.34)
//. The variance can be calculated given the following relationship:
Var{9a(x)} = E{g2a(x)}-E2{ga(x)} = *pmse* (B.35)
but
D{i7a(x)} {-1, 1} => D{_7a2(x)} = {1} (B.36)
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then trivially
E{g2a{x)} = 1 (B.37)
Using this result (B.35) and the one above (B.34)
*cont* = i_(i_2_v/(a))2= (B38)
= l-(l-Aerf(a) + Aerf2(a)) =
= Aerf(a)-Aerf2(a) (B.39)
= A- erf (a). (I -erf (a))
but
therefore
or
Q.E.V
erf(a)=\-erf(-a) (B.40)
Aerf(a)(\-erf(a)) = A erf (a) erf (-a) (B.41)
Var{ga(x)} = A erf (a) erf (-a) (B.42)
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B.3 Chapter 3 - Numerical Solution
Definition B.3.1 (Contractive Transformation)
T : f(x) =? ft
w a contractive transformation if:
VxGD(/(x)) |T{/(x)>| < |/(x)| (B.43)
Lemma B.3.2 (Peak correlation as Function ofVariance) (3.3.1)
Given a zero-mean stationary process, the peak value of the unnormalized correlation
function is equal to the variance of the process.
Proof:
Note that
MAX{P{t)} =? t = 0 (B.44)
p(r) = E[X(X + t)] =
from equation (B.44) t = 0
forE[X} = 0
E[X2}
E[X2} - E2[X] (B.45)
Var[X\
Q.S.V
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B.4 Chapter 4 - Simulation
Lemma B.4.1 (Standard Deviation of a Correlated noise) (4.1.1)
Given
n(x) a zero mean ain stdev 8-correlated signal
r(x) a real symmetric function
c(x) n(x) correlated by r(x) * r(x)
then the variance of the correlated noise
a2 can be calculated using the following
expression:
/oo
r2(x)dx (B.46)
-OO
Proof:
a2
= E[X2]-E2[X] (B.47)
{because E[X}=0} = E[X2\
For the correlated noise
a\ = E[n(x)*r(x)] (B.48)
(r(x) is a real evenfunction therefore convolution and correlation are equal)
= E[n(x) * r(x)}
( Directly from the integral definition ofconvolution.)
n(xx)r(x - xx)dxx I n(x2)r(x - x2)dx2]
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( by changing the integration order:)
/oo foo
/ n(xi)n(x2)r(x xi)r(x x2)dxxdx2\
oo Joo
( Because expectation and integration are interchangeable:)
/oo roo
/ F[n(xi)n(x2)r(x xx)r(x x2)])dxxdx2
-oo J oo
( Expected value ofa constantfunction is its value: E[r(x)) = r(x) :
/oo roo
/ F[n(xi)n(x2)]r(x Xi)r(x x2))dxxdx2
-oo Joo
( The input noise is considered to be stationary and 8-correlated)
/oo roo
j a28(xx x2)r(x xx)r(x x2)dxxdx2
-oo Joo
( Therefore the integrand is zero everywhere except xx = x2 )
/oo
ann (x xx)dxx =
-oo
( by substitution of(x-xx)->x:)
/oo
n (x)dx
-oo
Q.E.V
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Conjecture B.4.2 (Maintaining Standard Deviation ofCorrelated Noise) (4.12) -
Given the assumption above (B.4.1) in order to maintain the secondmoment s.t. ac = an
the inputfunction r(x) should be normalized by a constant:
rW = _%)*. <B49)
Proof:
/oo
r2(x)dx =
-oo
(By plugging in f^ r2(x)dx = 1 )
<-l
Q.S.V
Lemma B.4.3 (Normalization of correlation due to Transform) (4.1.3)
Given a random process clipped to values of -1.0, 1.0, the resultant correlation function
R(t), calculated through the Fourier transform will have a peak value of 1.0, or
R(0)=l.O
Proof:
Given: b(x), a binary noise with values of { -1.0, 1.0}
and
T(b(x)pB(u)
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because
Vxeft &(x)e{-i.o,i.o} (B.50)
62(x)d=lf1.0
- b2(x)dx = 1
JV AC
^-12 '
B2(u)du = X(Parseval)
_N_
2
Using the following Fourierpairpropertyfor the discrete case ':
F
f(x) s-1 F(u) (B.51)
f(0) = ^El^F(u)dw
2
Dwe to r/ze W/ewer Khinchen theorem :
\B\2(u) jr-i p(x) (B52)
where p(x)=f(x)-kf(x)
From the above results:
f-i
p(0) = 2(u,)<^ = (B.53)
___
2
= Y b2(*)dx =
K
2
= 1.0
Q.S.V
'the ^ Normalization factor varies according to the different definitions of the forward and inverse
transform
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B.5 Chapter 5 - Results
Example B.5.1 (negative correlation and high frequency) (5.1.1) -
Given:
A binary discrete function D{b(n)} { 1,1}
with zero mean
and with a corresponding correlation function p(r)
def
(without loss ofgenerality) 6(0) = 1
and p(\)= 1
Then the function has a alternating pattern i.e.
Vn e J\f (B-54)
b(n) = 1 =? 6(nl) = -1
b(n) = -\ =4> b(nl)= 1
or in general:
b(n) Hf
6(0)-(-l)n (B-55)
which is the highest possible frequencyfor such a function!
Proof:
From the definition of the correlation function:
,(1) = -1 =* F[X(X + 1)] = -1 (B.56)
From tfie definition ofexpected value:
E[X}=0 =? p.x = i] = n* = -i] = 5 <B-57>
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E[X(X+l)] = -1 (B.58)
ifwe define:
_C
x-y-f(x)
*,ye{-U}
P[x=l,y = l] _7{u} (B.59)
P[x = l,y = -1] = C7{1,_1}
P[x = -l,y = 1] = #{-1,1}
P[x = -l,j/ = -1] #{-i,-i}
then being mutually exclusive pairs ofevents:
9{\,i} + 9{i,-i} = 1 (B.60)
#{-1,1} + #{-1,-1} = 1
#{i,_i}+#{_i,-i} = 1
#{U} +5{-U} = 1
or
#{i,i} = l-_7{i,-i} (B.61)
#{-1,-1} = l-5{-i,i}
By opening out the summation of(B58):
-1 = ^[1-1 #{,,!}+ l'(-l)- #0,-1}+ (B-62)
(-1) -1 #{_,,,} + (-l)-("l) -#{-1,-1}]
= ^\9{\,\}
- #{i,-i}
- 9{-\,\) + #{-i,-i}]
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therefore
#{i,i} -#{1,-1} -#{-1,1} + #{-1,-1} = -2 (B.63)
using the expressions in (B.61):
(1 -_7{i,_i})- #{i,-i} -#{-1,1} + (1 -#{-i,i}) = -2 (B-64)
-(#{1,-1} +#{1,-1} + #{-1,1} +#{-1,1}) = ~4
#{i,-i} + #{-1,1} = 2
As a reminder #{x,y} are probability functions therefore
#{i,-i} < 1 (B-65>
#{-1,1} ^ l
therefore
#{i,-i} = 1 (B-66>
#{-i,i} = l
and
#{i,i} = 0 (B.67)
#{-i,-i} = o
In other words:
VneA/-
6(n) = l =? 6(nl) = =Fl (B.68)
Q.S.V
Appendix C
Validity of a Correlation Function
In this section, a brief discussion will be presented investigating the issue of a valid
correlation function as defined in 5.3.2. Given a valid correlation function p(x) the goal is
to define a necessary and sufficient condition of a transformation T : [ 1, 1] =4> [1,1]
s.t.
R(x) = T{p(x)} (CI)
is also a valid correlation function. By proving the generalized Van Vleck Theorem 2.1.1,
such a family is an immediate result of the theorem.
Before stating a lemma relating the Van Vleck theorem to the validity of a correlation
function, a simple explanation to the process is of describing the power spectrum of the
output image using the power spectrum of the input image, is appropriate.
Example C.0.2 (Transformation from input to output) -
Given
A continuousfunction f(x)
with a corresponding power spectrum W(u>)
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and a normalized correlation function p(x)
and given
A binaryfunction generated by thresholding f(x) at the mean fc(x)
With a corresponding power spectrum Wc(u)
and a correlation function R(x)
the power spectrum of the output image is calculated by:
F{lsin-x(r-l{W(u,)})} (C.2)
7T ^ '
v-
'
R(x)
Wc(omega)
The following lemma applies this example:
Lemma C.0.3 (Validity of the output correlation function) -
/. Special case:
Given a process f(x) with a corresponding power spectrum W(u)
and a valid normalized correlation function p(x)
-sin-'^-W")}) (C3)
is also a valid normalized correlation function.
or Vw G 3t
FH sin~l(f-l{W(uj)})} > 0 (C.4)
//. General case (f(x) as above):
2 rfK'W)
Va = - / , , , (C.5)*J
y/l-?-l{W2(w)}
is also a valid normalized correlation function.
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The proof of this lemma is merely reciting the proof for the generalized Van Vleck
Theorem, from the end to the beginning.
C.l Sufficient Condition
The above result does not shed any more light to the problem than was already known. An
example of a more general case was derived in the following theorem, which describes a
sufficient condition of a family of transformations to maintain the requirements of a valid
correlation function:
Theorem C.l.l (Sufficient Conditions for Valid Correlation Functions) -
Given p(x),a valid correlationfunction, and
R(x) = T{p(x)}
Sufficient conditionsforR(x) to be a valid correlationfunctions is the family offunctions
FAM(T) s.t. VT e FAM(T):
1. T(a) < a
2. sgn{T(a)} = sgn{a}
3. The coefficients of the Tailor expansion are always non-negative.
Graphically, the first two conditions are illustrated in Figure C.l . The third condition is
proved using the interchangeability between the convolution and the transformation T.
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ALLOWED VALUES
OFTRC
R(x)
Figure C.l: Allowed definition space for the mapping function (the dark region)
Proof: Given:
g(x) r-t G(u) The correlation andpower spectrum respectively.
T(x) The transformation function in the correlation domain
T The transformationfunction in the Fourier domain
{a0, . . . , an, . . .} - The Taylor coefficients ofT(x) s.t.
T(x) = t0 + txx + --- +
tnxn
+ (C.6)
Plugging g(x) in the transformation:
T(g(x)) = t0 + txg{x) + ... + tngn{x) + (C7)
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applying the filter theorem where a convolution in one domain is transformed into a
multiplication in the other ([Gas78] pp. 196-200) while transforming to their Fourier
domain:
f{T(g(x))} = (C.8)
= HZn=otngn(x)}
= t08(u;) + txG(io) + t2G{uj)*G(u) + ...+
+ tn G(u) * * G(u) + . . .
= t0 + G(u)*{ti + G(u>)*{...{tn + G(u>) *{...}}}...}
But,
G(u) > 0 Vw G 3? and tn > 0 Vn e JV (C.9)
therefore VngjV
G{u) * . . . * G(u) > 0 (CIO)
therefore
f{T(g(x))} > 0 (Cll)
Q.S.V
C.2 An Example: the Van Vleck Transformation
The Van Vleck theorem is an example of a a transformation that belongs to the described
family of theorem-C.1.1. Unfortunately, the generalized Van Vleck theorem presents an
example why the above condition is sufficient but not necessary.
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Example C.2.1 (The Van Vleck transformation as a Member ofT )
sin-'(x) 6 T (C.12)
Proof:
Immediate from the Taylor expansion of the arcsine function:
(IGR80J)
sin~1(x)= (C.13)
1 x3 1 3 x5
X+2-J+2-A-J +
--- +
l-3-5-(2n-l) 2n+,
2-4-6----(2n + l)
_ . , f l-3-5---(2n-l)~X + tX
2.4....(2n+l)X
Example C.2.2 (T is not a necessary condition) -
An example ofa valid transformation which not all of its coefficients are non-negative is
the General Van Vleck transformation:
2 ,-e-(1+x)
dx'<*> = ;/ yfT-x2
Proof:
By differentiation with respect to x
f{x) --
2exp-<1+l)
7T \/l X2
(C.14)
The second derivative yields:
2exp-^(1+x)[-4(l-*2) + 2x]
f"(x) = -?
^
,
i (C.15)
7T (1 XZ)2
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When calculating the result around x = 0
f"(x = 0) = -1~2exp- (C.16)
a1 w
Therefore
f"{x = 0) < 0 Va ft (C.17)
Therefore the genaral Van Vleck transformation is not a member of T .
Q.S.V
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